Cells that change jobs to fight diabetes
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somatostatin, a hormone that acts as a local
regulator to control the activity of the ? and ? cells.
Together, they form small clusters known as
pancreatic islets. Glucagon increases blood sugar
levels, while insulin has the opposite effect. In
patients with diabetes, in the absence of functional
? cells, blood sugar levels are persistently high.
A few years ago, at the UNIGE Faculty of Medicine,
Professor Pedro Herrera and his team had
demonstrated the existence of a natural capacity to
regenerate insulin-producing cells: In mice without
? cells, new insulin-producing cells appear
spontaneously. Some pancreatic cells are thus able
to reprogram themselves to learn how to secrete
Mouse pancreatic islet in which the glucagon
insulin. "However, this phenomenon only concerns
(purple)-producing alpha-cells have been labeled with a
1 to 2 percent of ? and ? cells. Why do some cells
fluorescent tag (green). Some of them have started to
produce insulin (red), and they appear as yellow (green- do this conversion and others not? And above all,
would it be possible to encourage it? These are the
and-red merge). Credit: UNIGE
questions that are at the heart of our work,"
explains Professor Herrera.
Diabetes is characterized by persistent high blood
sugar levels that occur when certain cells in the
pancreas—the insulin-producing ? cells—are
destroyed or are no longer able to secrete insulin.
Researchers at the University of Geneva (UNIGE)
have succeeded in showing how part of the
pancreatic ? and ? cells, which usually produce
other hormones, can take over from the damaged
? cells by starting to produce insulin. By observing
how these cells manage to modify their function by
partially changing their identity, the researchers
discovered a phenomenon of cell plasticity
unknown until now. Furthermore, beyond the
pancreas, such processes might characterize
many other cell types in the body. These results, to
be read in Nature Cell Biology, lead to envision
entirely new therapeutic strategies that could
harness the body's own regenerative capacities.

A modification of local origin
Scientists first conducted gene expression analyses
before and after the disappearance of ? cells. They
observed, in ? cells, modifications that appear to go
in opposite directions: the overexpression of certain
genes typical of insulin-producing ? cells, but also,
and at the same time, that of certain genes typical
of glucagon-producing ? cells. The normal
functioning of ? cells is linked to the action of
insulin, as shown by the presence of insulin
receptors on their surface. Hence, ? cell activity is
disrupted when ? cells are destroyed.

But what signal induces cell conversion? To
explore different possibilities, the researchers
transplanted pancreatic islets into normal mice.
First hypothesis: hyperglycaemia. In transplanted
but non-diabetic mice, whose ? cells remain
perfectly functional and do not have
The pancreas contains several types of cells that
hyperglycaemia, some ? cells of the graft began to
produce different hormones responsible for
regulating blood sugar levels. Among these are the produce insulin when the ? cells died in the
? cells, which produce glucagon, the ? cells, which transplanted islets. Consequently, hyperglycaemia
does not cause ? cell reallocation. The cellular
produce insulin, and the ? cells, which produce
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pancreatic environment surrounding the islets is not disease or myocardial infarction," concludes
involved either, since ? cell conversion in grafts
Professor Herrera.
occurred in the kidney capsule, i.e. outside of the
pancreas. The only explanation is that the
More information: Valentina Cigliola et al,
reprogramming capacity is intrinsic to the very
Pancreatic islet-autonomous insulin and
pancreatic islet where these cells are located.
smoothened-mediated signalling modulate identity
"Thus, in the same graft, only islets without ? cells changes of glucagon+ ?-cells, Nature Cell Biology
displayed reprogramming. No cell conversion
(2018). DOI: 10.1038/s41556-018-0216-y
occurred in neighbouring islets containing all their ?
cells," says Pedro Herrera.
Disturbed signals
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Continuing their study, the researchers blocked, in
non-diabetic mice, the receptors located on ? cells
surface to detect the presence of insulin. Some of
these ? cells then began to produce insulin,
indicating that insulin itself would act as a brake,
preventing the reprogramming of ? cells. "By
administering an insulin antagonist drug, we were
able to increase the number of ? cells that started
producing insulin by 1 to 5 percent. In doing so,
these cells became hybrids: they partially, but not
fully changed their identity, and the phenomenon
was reversible depending on the circumstances
influencing the cells. Now that we are beginning to
understand the mechanisms of this cellular
plasticity, we believe that these adaptive cell
identity changes could be exploited in future new
treatments."
Other organs should have the same plasticity
potential
If Professor Herrera's work focuses on pancreatic
cells, the same processes could apply to many
other differentiated cells in the body. Thus, the idea
that differentiated functional mature cells remain
stable forever is now being challenged. "What we
are showing here is that the state of differentiation
of a given cell is not carved in stone. Cell identity,
at all stages of life, is modulated by the immediate
cellular environment, particularly by inhibitory
signals. Cell identity maintenance is therefore an
active process of inhibition throughout the life of the
cell, and not an intrinsic or passive state of
differentiation. This ability of specialized cells to
change their function could prove crucial for
treating other pathologies that are due to massive
or inappropriate cell death, such as Alzheimer's
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